Finally out again and corona compliant

Team events & Team building
... by far the best summer events!

Summer Challenge

Finally out again! Treat your
employees to a day almost like
at the seaside! We pay attention
to your safety.

Summer Challenge
Great team activities and lots of fun!
Everything revolves around having fun and enjoying time together with colleagues in small activities in
a relaxed atmosphere. Here it is not primarily about scoring the most points, everyone can participate
and will surely be carried away by a small contemplative competition. Our guides keep a safe distance
from your guests, who, in our experience, are happy to be motivated by such exciting challenges like
“long-distance flip flop shooting” or “beach golf”. And what of course cannot be missed at a summer
party but a lively mood and good spirits with the "Bacardi Feeling" challenge modules “coconut boule”
and “limbo.”
A lot of interesting and exciting tasks will lift the spirits and turn the company summer party
into an eventful day for your staff.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Crossgolf

Mother nature offers a lot of
space and great variety for
your game of crossgolf –
a hole-in-one is the GOAL!

Crossgolf
With our 5-star course we explore urban areas and nature.
Whether back to nature or across the city - with us you will experience the most original form of golf!
Away from elitist etiquette, we play through parks, across meadows, along river banks, across the
city, around the hotel or through urban areas. Try, for example, to play one hole after the other with
accuracy in a team around trees, over park benches and through various obstacles. After a short
briefing by our guides and equipped with professional equipment, you will have fun and move around
the crossgolf course, which is individually adapted to your wishes and the location. The goal of each
player is, of course, to play a hole in as few strokes as possible and to score as many points as
possible in the team.
Whether in summer or even in a snowy landscape - Mother Nature is worth a game of golf at
any time of the year and we make this adventure possible for you - anytime and anywhere!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Team Challenge
For a better "WE!"

Together instead of alone!
Our specific task catalog offers
a large selection of tasks for
which the minimum distance
can be maintained.

Team Challenge - For a better "WE!"
With head, heart and hand as a team to succeed.
We design an attractive and engaging event for you and your employees. Our large repertoire of team
tasks allows us to integrate activities into any event in a meticulous and tailor-made way according to
your company, preferences and participants. We also like to recommend outdoor activities, because
our experience has shown that especially outdoors the familiar is open to change. We challenge your
team! Which group, for example, will conquer the laser course with the fewest touches, build the
highest tower, hit the target accurately in the air challenge or produce the most amazing short film for
your motto? Our challenge concept is based on teamwork, trust and task mastery. The working world
is demanding all these things more and more intensively.
During the team challenge there are a wide variety of tasks that the participants can experience
themselves in a playful way, sustainably strengthen the "we-feeling" and thus more easily
incorporate the valuable insights into their everyday professional lives.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

By FAR the most varied team tasks
• In a given time, the teams go through varied and challenging team tasks.
• Depending on the task communication, strategy, creativity and team spirit are the focus - only
together are a team successful!
• In compliance with the current valid social distancing and hygiene rules.
• For each task the teams need approx. 15 - 30 minutes.
• Finally, the tasks are evaluated in an entertaining way in front of the entire group or briefly analyzed
in a feedback round.
• If desired, a winning team can also be chosen.

Solve tasks together and experience the "WE feeling"!

Archery

Bulls Eye!
Hit the target together, even
from a distance - that's what we
at teamgeist live and work for.

Archery
Full concentration and focus coupled with competition!
And suddenly there is concentrated silence. Close your eyes once more, take a deep breath, open
your eyes and then... let go! With breathtaking speed, the arrow whizzes towards the target. Direct
hit! No, we haven't landed in the next Robin Hood adventure. This is how exciting our archery event
is! Concentration, absolute focus on the target, exciting competition and of course a lot of fun await
the participants. Safety is of course ensured, after all the bows are not toys: trained personnel and
arrow catching nets ensure that the arrows only go where they are supposed to. Into the bull's eye!
Good news: archery is easy to learn for everyone. The learning curve is very steep, so after a
few practice shots with the guidance of our coaches, everyone can score points for their team.
At the latest when shooting at the balloons, the hits will just pop - in the truest sense.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Outdoor-Rallye

Our challenges are jointly
mastered by the teams! The
necessary social distancing can
be easily maintained outdoors!

Outdoor-Rallye
An outdoor rendezvous
Equipped with a Global Positioning System (GPS), you set off in search of coordinates. Like a puzzle,
we have put together unusual places, beautiful natural activities, mysterious places and exciting team
tasks. Explore nature and solve these challenges around the venue. Surprise your team with a very
special team event which guarantees high sustainability. The use of all resources by the team, the
right strategy, the combination of intuition and technique lead to success. With a map, GPS and tour
book you start by foot on an adventure full of teamwork, communication, valuable insights, fun and
healthy exercise.
We manage to draw sustainability that parallels your topics, values and products through
positive experiences that bring these closer to the participants in an exciting event..

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Tabtour Sightseeing

All tasks can be solved in
our application alone or in
micro-teams, in compliance
with the safety rules!

Tabtour Sightseeing
An interactive and unique citytour.
A sightseeing experience with electrifying and multi-layered character is waiting for you and your
participants. Every city can become an interactive playing field. Your guests head off to explore in small
teams and equipped with iPads. The modern software on the iPads offers a large digital playing field
with so-called tabspots. The task is to solve the secrets behind the spots. In this way, the participants
find impressive buildings, hotspots, interesting places, secret tips and localities of the city. A mixture of
exciting brain games, puzzles and active parts drive the teams forward. During this multi-faceted
excursion, which promotes thinking, team spirit as well as healthy exercise, you will discover the city
together with your team.
Digitization, teamwork, strategy, interaction within the group, communication with the other
teams, your topics and much more are brought together in this rousing event and training
format in a location of your choice.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Samba Team Drumming

Reward your employees with
a sonorous experience! Switch
off and recharge your batteries!
We take care of your safety!

Samba Team Drumming
Making music together is the perfect basis!
The rhythms created together in the group generate energy and motivation for your guests. Getting
into a beat together and experiencing the strength of the group is the perfect basis for witnessing true
team spirit. The samba rhythms used in team drumming create a valuable, synergistic groove that will
engage people with no musical experience. But why samba? In samba, there are five to six different
percussion instruments and drums. Each of these instruments has its own rhythmic pattern (called a
clave). The overlapping of these rhythmic patterns creates the typical lively samba groove.
This motivating Brazilian groove and energy makes for a special team building experience.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Tape Art or Team Art

Creativity for team success!
The individual art stations
are set up according to
current safety precautions.

Tape Art or Team Art
Creativity for team success! The individual art stations are set up according to current
safety precautions.
In the team you design a unique and incomparable art creation on a given theme with colored adhesive
tapes or brush and paint. This will consist of many individual parts and will be connected at the end to
create a complete work of art. It will be interesting to see which symbols and metaphors your teams
come up with for the event motto! The goal is to symbolize the thoughts, ideas and associations in
inspiring symbols with the colored tapes or with color. If the event location allows an outdoor activity
area for the teams, you could also design under the open sky. Let your imagination run wild!
Create together a valuable work of art with protective clothing and social distancing. For example
this symbolizes your future cooperation and seals the worked-out commitments for the new
togetherness, it could be visibly expressed with the signatures of the contributors on the tape art
creation or the painting.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Medieval Challenge

Travel back in time together! Our
medieval games are pure variety
where the minimum distance can
be well maintained.

Medieval Challenge
Have you slain a Dragon today?!
Let the medieval spectacle begin and plunge into a world of brave knights, castles and maidens.
Organize your personal knights games with us as a unique staff adventure! Find out who the bravest
warriors in your team are in a tournament put together individually for you. Our chivalrous team
guides will show your young noblemen and castle ladies all tricks of the trade in this great team
event. For example, show your skills in backpack construction, tug-of-war, catapult construction,
lifting the Cervisia jug and also creating your own royal coat of arms and castle flag. Or how about a
medieval quiz? Here the knowledge from the 13th century counts; some people may wonder how
luxurious we live today.
Using willpower, brains, creativity, coordination and above all a lot of fun, this role play will
give you the maximum of active team training and employee motivation.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Photo-Rallye

Even the minimum distances
to be observed at present
do not stop creativity and
ingenuity - try it out!

Photo-Rallye
We want your creativity! Ready? Say „CHEEEEESE“!
Start the creative challenge with your colleagues and find extraordinary photo spots on your mission to
find the "Best Picture". Equipped with iPads and racing the clock, you run down specified spots in your
area and take on these various photographic challenges. From creative group photo to
reinterpretations of world-famous motifs to the search of images: it is all there. Plan your own route
past interesting and historic spots of the choice event city. You determine the route all the way to the
end and require a lot of ingenuity to score highest of all teams. Without teamwork and the use of your
individual strengths, the way to the top - the star photographer – will be difficult. In the end, the teams
an exciting evaluation and the honoring of the best await.
With the pictures of the day you get a great documentation of your team spirit in your company
and are able to hold on to these magical, lasting moments.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Adventure Day

Mother Nature offers a lot
of space! Great challenges
await your teams and
we pay attention to safety!

Adventure Day
Experience real adventures together!
Our Adventure Day is a combination of different and challenging team, health, skill and / or survival tasks
that the teams go through one after the other with a lot of healthy movement. Before beginning, together
we discuss what your event focus is. Would you go back to the roots in the shaping of survival / adventure
wilderness, or would you like to move health in the centre of your team event? Are you looking for a
classic team event on land or on water? The duration of your team adventure is also defined in advance.
Whether two hours, a half or a full day, we adapt the time frame to your wishes. Because you know
exactly of your teams’ quirks and what kind of adventure it would want to go through.
Regardless which activities you choose, the tasks can only be solved together as a team and
can be carried out with or without competition. How long the teams will take to complete the
tasks, depends on the activities selected.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Highland Games

Have fun together! With great
and unusual team tasks can
always keep the distance
and meet the provisions.

Highland Games
Conquer your very own world and bring honor to your kingdom!
Who is the strongest Scot? Find out during the highland games – strategy, team spirit and a lot of fun
guaranteed! The Highland Games date back to the times of the Celtic kings in Scotland. They were
held in order to find the strongest and quickest men of Scotland. A lot of games from everyday life and
work were also integrated into the highland games. Single teams compete against one another in
different games before the winner is announced.
z.B.: Sheaf Toss (a “hay” sack is thrown as far as possible), Tossing the Wellie (throwing contest
with rubber boots. Historically speaking, housewives threw the dirty boots that their husbands came
home in out of the house.), Tug-o-war (teams pull on opposite ends of a rope wearing kilts), nailing
contest, beer mug lifting, barrel roll herd course or wheelbarrow race

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Travelling the World

Exciting around the globe!
Everything is organized in such
a way that spacing rules are
respected and fun is guaranteed!

Travelling the World
An exciting mix of customary team tasks.
Travelling around the world - together with your team embark on an exciting and thrilling adventure!
Countries and continents wait to be conquered. You will face unique challenges and customary
competitions. We can implement countless ideas for team stations tailored to your country selections.
Imagine your journey starting off with a Forest Quiz and a game of Viking Chess „Kubb“ in Norway/
Sweden. Passing through France with the Wine-Filling-Station and on the culinary Parcourse of
Senses crossing over to team tasks in South America/ Brazil where you must cross the Amazon river
back to Germany and its infamous Beer Mug Lifting. A colourful and broad team program for your
participants turned into a global experience.
Make use of all our team‘s senses, talents and skills to return home successfully from
Travelling the World!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Outdoor Chain Reaction

With a division into microteams,
nothing stands in the way of your
mega impulse reaction! The
necessary distance is maintained!

Outdoor Chain Reaction
Set standards with your team!
The goal of all participants is to create a functional motion and the most efficient interaction of the
individual team reactions designed with varying materials. The duration of movement without
interruption and whether the „Big Bang“ is triggered in the end depends on the implementation by the
teams. We are able to smoothly integrate your topics, workshop contents and even products into the
event. One impulse will turn the event into an unforgettable experience for your employees!
Captivated by the thrilling question whether all the engineered constructions and effects will be
triggered by the single impulse all participants are enticed to reveal unparalleled capabilities and
ingenuity.
Creativity, communication and team work are promoted and lead to success.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Raft Building

Reward your teams with
an unusual experience!
Switch off and set sail!
We take care of your safety!

Raft Building
Pick up the pace with your team!
Have you ever dreamed of Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn‘s adventures? Your team‘s task is to
construct a floatable raft from various materials such as ropes planks, logs and tubes. Team spirit is
essential and everyone is involved to contribute to having fun. After a small introduction on knotting
techniques there are no limits to the team creativity. Our team guides will provide tips and supervise
the entire undertaking. In the end, the raft will be christened for the ensuing test ride on the lake and
your company‘s banner hoisted. Upon request you can combine many small rafts to form one mega
team raft, race other teams or set sail together.
Your workshop topics can be integrated and implemented in this innovative Teamgeist Raft Building.

Best Price
GUARANTEE

Flying Object Construction

The division into microteams
makes this team project possible
and the necessary distance and
regulations are maintained.

Unmanned Flying Object Construction
Your team gives you wings.
We will give you clearance to showcase your company values, sales goals or product launches
spectacularly and catapult them to phenomenal height. Your messages can be found in the design of
the unmanned flying objects, on wings, the projectile, the aviator cap or the pilot's overall. After a
welcome and briefing each team of pilots is given a basic set of selected materials. However, before
the crews are allowed to construct and build, there are certain roles to be assigned in the team.
Required are specialists in statics, technology, creativity and materials. And who will be captain?
The highlight: 2 showdowns at once. First, the design and overall concept of the unmanned
flying objects are evaluated by voting and then the unmanned flying objects are catapulted
into the sky in the Air-Race-Challenge. READY FOR TAKE OFF!

Best Price
GUARANTEE

This is how we ensure safety!
Keep a distance of 1.5 meters:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Reduction of the group size to a maximum of 5 people
One person is responsible for each teams hygiene
Markings at the briefing for each team/person
Evaluation with social distancing

Example setup event archery / darts tournament:

Table

Table

Table

marked
waiting area for
the participants

Movement zone
of the guides

Events with security!

Not found what you are looking for?

Then talk to us!
We have many more special modules and are constantly developing new ones!
... by far the best summer events!

Contact Details

We are pleased to be at your disposal for any further doubts or questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Main location Frankfurt :
Teamgeist Mitte GmbH
Kumelisstraße 11
61440 Oberursel
phone: +49 172 8710 712

Berlin Location:
Teamgeist International GmbH
GF Patrick Havenstein
Gartenfelder Straße 28
Patrick Havenstein

Kevin Lüsebrink

Nina Schlieper

13599 Berlin

phone:

phone:

phone:

phone: +49 30 8431 70 80

+49 30 8431 70 80

+49 69 3487 16 24

mobil: +49 172 8710 712

mobil: +49 1520 456 9475

e-mail: p.havenstein@teamgeist.com

e-mail: k.luesebrink@teamgeist.com

Best Price
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+49 172 8140 726

e-mail: n.schlieper@teamgeist.com

If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from
another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will
receive the event for the same price.

fax:

+49 30 8431 70 81

www.teamgeist.com

Rely on our 29 years of event experience and
team programs that inspire, captivate and move!

29 Jahre

TEAMEVENTS
&

Traincentives
Best Price
GUARANTEE

If you can present the products offered by us demonstrably cheaper from
another commercial provider with the same scope of services, you will
receive the event for the same price.

